
HOTEL LIWA TOWER

Address Hotel Liwa Tower, Town Hall Rd, Kunnamkulam, Kerala 680503

Contact Person HOTEL LIWA TOWER

Mobile Number +919495008573

Email seo@hotelliwatower.in

Liwa Tower, Hotel near Guruvayoor epitomizes true hospitality at its finest. Whether you're seeking a
comfortable stay or a venue to host a memorable event, we strive to exceed your expectations. Experience
luxury, convenience, and personalized service at Hotel Liwa Tower – your ideal choice in this beautiful
region

 

Hotel Liwa Tower offers a luxurious and comfortable stay for its guests. With 36 well-appointed rooms,
including 4 deluxe rooms and 1 suite, the hotel provides a perfect blend of luxury and convenience.
Whether you prefer air-conditioned or non-air-conditioned accommodations, each room is designed to
ensure utmost comfort. Privacy is of utmost importance to us, which is why our rooms feature a wide
verandah, allowing you to relax in seclusion.

 

At Hotel Liwa Tower, we understand the significance of excellent service. That's why our rooms are
equipped with exclusive amenities such as 24-hour hot and cold water service, a king-size soft bed for a
restful sleep, direct dialing, and multi-channel cable TV for your entertainment. Our dedicated staff is
available round the clock to cater to your needs, including prompt room service from our in-house
restaurant.

 

When it comes to hosting events, our banquet halls are second to none. We believe that a good banquet
hall should seamlessly combine aesthetics, practicality, and flexibility. Liwa Tower boasts four banquet
halls, each exemplifying the ideal setting for any occasion. Whether it's a seminar, conference, or a party,
our halls offer versatile configurations to suit your specific requirements. The largest hall can accommodate
up to 200 seats, ensuring ample space for your guests.



 

Attention to detail is our hallmark, and our banquet halls are no exception. Every aspect, from acoustics to
lighting and seating, has been meticulously designed to create the perfect ambiance for your event. Our
impeccable service adds to the experience, while our menu offers a diverse selection of cuisines to
tantalize your taste buds.

 

 

 

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/hotel-liwa-tower-kunnamkulam-358320
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